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Why would you want to stage the so-called Vibrancy Sea cam-

paign?"  Asked a parent when I was escorting the schoolchildren

partaking the sketching workshop.

"It is perhaps to bring the public closer to the ocean and to bridge

the Coast Guard Administration closer to the local residents with a pos-

itive interaction and understanding!"  Watching her face intermixed

with doubts and curiosity, the correct answer of the official version

unrelentingly came out of my mouth.

"Oh, so it is!"  Funnily, not only the look of doubts and curiosity

had not gone off her face, yet the fine lines around her eyes seemed to

have deepened.  "This is how I think," she paused for a second or two,

and then continued to say, "I reckon that it is a fine thing for you to

stage the event in order to bridge the tie with the local public and

enhance the mutual understanding for campaigning the importance of

the law, ethics and such.  Yet it would be unforgivable if your campaign

eventually ended up with having a mutual understanding with trafficking

and smuggling, and the two ended up fallen into degradation together!"

The comment was rather ambiguous yet reflective in a sense!

Her tone of voice came with a deep-rooted doubt toward national

policy and government agencies.  To put it simply, it was a rigid

impression mocking those that were here were goofballs and bureau-

cratic; the formation of such rigidity had been accumulated over time.

Yet exactly because of the comment, we needed more of the existence of

the Vibrant Ocean.  We need to utilize the mechanism of this type of

activity to explain, awake and aspire the people with passion for the

ocean and righteousness, and to reshape our image in place of the law-

less impression of the conventional corruption between government

officials and businessmen.  This is exactly the campaign objective for

the "2005 Taiwan Maritime Year - reinventing the Dongshih Port II:

Discovering the beauty of the fishermen's Wharf".

At dawn on Oct 22, 2005, training corps men mobilized had gath-

ered around at the onset of the dawn working hard to ready the various

preparation work and the final inspection, bracing the sweat of their

hard work.  At 1:30 pm in the afternoon, the event was kickoff by the

MTS2005 band that came all the way from the third head corps.  The

dynamic and invigorating instrument sound resonated throughout the

Fishermen's Wharf and collided with the sweeping autumnal breezes.

One after another of the performing events begun to turn up on stage:

associates of the 2005 first patrol officers' class maneuvered the enor-

mous dragon with uproar zigzagging through the venue to pay hom-

age to the host, the corps deputy command"commander".  Soon after, a
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series of performances followed including the Dong Wu Vocational

College cheerleading team's staging, Yu Shan Dance Club's internation-

al social dance, the Dongshih Women's Association's Jazz dance, En

Sheng Marshal Art School's Taekwodo and Chiayi University sign lan-

guage club's sign language performance, where the dance clubs' hip

songs and hot dances had no doubt helped to push the agility on stage

and embedded in everyone's heart and what helped to accelerate the

event's hype to a pinnacle was the much awaited lucky draw.  The very

thought of brining home the top prize from the lucky draw at he end of

the day begun to surface in everyone's mind.  The focus prizes at the

venue went up and down as the prizes were opened, bringing every-

body's never to a high-strung stage, yet eventually the big prize had

fallen to the hand of our company man, which went to the fourth corps'

Dongshih security inspection office, and the associates' hooraying the

prize home had also brought a perfect close to the event.

Yet as the campaign ended, had we discovered the beauty of the

Fishermen's Wharf?  So we rounded up schoolchildren form Puzhe and

Dongshih areas' grade school's partaking the life sketching section to

sketch out the perfect answer for us.

Scattering all over the piers, the children attempted to sketch

down their unpolished, impressionistic innocence with their raw draw-

ing skills and with a rough and abstract observation.  The laugher of all,

and the fantastical performances had come to accentuate the beauty of

Dongshih's Fishermen's Wharf, fitting blending a glimpse of the local

residents' lifestyle.  It was through the paintings consisted of simplistic

lines that truly captured the scenery in the still-life drawing papers and

documented the joy of the moment.  Such depiction was perhaps the

esthetics that we were looking for. 

As reflected by the flow of the setting sun, one after another of the

shuttle buses that carried the performing groups had begun to depart.

Watching the satisfiend faces of the visitors with a smile at the corner of

their mouths, it was a true finale to the event.

(The author is currently with the Central Coastal Patrol Office's

Training Corps)

Central Coastal Patrol Office's director Lin Fu-an and
Training Crops commander graced the event venue

Training Corps' members performed the superb
dragon maneuver

Marshal Art demo by En Sheng Marshal Art SchoolDong Wu Vocational High's cheer leading team
performing hot dances

Even canines came to witness the
superb events




